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The Free Energy Principle

❖ Proposed by Friston (2006, 2010) as a unifying principle for the brain and how adaptive systems resist a natural 

tendency for disorder via approximate bayesian inference: by minimizing surprise of their characteristic states. 

(E.g. to realize the expectation “I will not starve”.) This requires inferring the (hidden) causes of sensory data.

❖ Variational free energy is a tractable (i.e., computable) upper bound on surprisal (log probability of an event); 

negative free energy is known as the evidence lower bound or ELBO in machine learning.

❖ The FEP core literature is heavily driven by a first principles approach, drawing from e.g. physics, statistics, 

complex adaptive systems, cybernetics, and neuroscience. Since its inception, the variety of topics addressed by 

FEP or FEP-inspired approaches (e.g. predictive processing, active inference), as well as the variety of technical 

(re)formulations, have increased to cover an ambitious scope across many discplines (e.g. psychiatry, culture, 

philosophy of mind, neuroscience).

❖ Each living system can be described both in terms of physical and information theoretic states (beliefs about the 

world). A key contribution of the FEP is to join these two complementary views, effectively naturalizing our 

models of the mind in terms of a physics of and by beliefs. Ramstead et al. (2022). “On Bayesian Mechanics: A 

Physics of and by Beliefs”



Active Inference
The Perception-Action Loop

• Unifies Action, Perception, and Learning under a single imperative: minimizing 

variational free energy

• Sensory and action states comprise a Markov Blanket that interfaces between 

the internal and external (hidden) states.

• Internal states encode (parameterise) beliefs and (generative) models about the 

world’s statistical patterns.

• Reducing uncertainty about policies (sequences of action) requires reducing 

uncertainty about (hidden) states, outcomes, and the contingencies that bind 

them.

• Adjacent to FEP: Predictive Processing, Bayesian Brain hypothesis, 

Cybernetics, and more. 

Friston, K. (2010). The free-energy principle: A unified brain theory?
Friston, K. (2019). a free energy principle for a particular physics. Arxiv:1906.10184
Ramstead, M.J.D. et al., (2022) On Bayesian Mechanics: A Physics of and by Beliefs
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From: Kirchhoff, M., Parr, T., Palacios, E., Friston, K., & Kiverstein, J. (2018). The Markov blankets of life: autonomy, active inference and the free energy 
principle. Journal of The royal society interface, 15(138), 20170792.



Curiosity and Insight

❖ Initial intuitions

❖ The experience of insight corresponds to a sudden collapse of uncertainty in a hypothesis space central to 

one’s current consciousness.

❖ Important to balance difficulty (for sufficient contrast of ignorant and ‘knowing’ state) and possibility of 

success: hard as possible while still doable.

❖ Also key is to minimize sensitivity to priors (e.g. similarity to other games).

❖ Designed a game where the only unknown is an rule (form) that drastically makes the game easier by 

making the lawful mappings transparent, but necessitates the inclusion of action as part of the rule.



Abstract Rule Learning 

Matlab + Psychtoolbox

Initial idea: eye-tracking + pupillometry. But technical

issues, so mouse-controlled “virtual aperture” instead

Upper-middle dot is the “informative cue” specifying the

rule that provides the answer. Two attempts per trial.

6 blocks w/ 64 trials

Subjects can finish early by taking a  ‘challenge’ to skip th

e rest of the block (boredom as motivation)

Challenge: 16 consecutive correct answers + time pressure
feedback





Curiosity and Insight
“Closing explanatory gaps” in our agent-world models (closing the action – (prediction) – perception loop) 

requires an active approach to constructing and exploring hypotheses as well as how one samples the environment. 

To learn the causal model, one must experiment with assumptions about the causal structure and actively seek data.

[ignorance → awareness] - ‘consciousness’ 

[exploration → exploitation] - curiosity & reward 

[structure → parameter] learning - abstractions & ‘learning to infer’ 

Expected to find:

Robust and distinctive behavioural phases reflecting uncertainty, evident in behavior (saccades, RT) and self-report

A sudden awareness of a solution paired with positive affect, indicating the experience of insight (Aha!) 

A phase of sudden and rapid reduction of uncertainty in the ‘model space’, related to the experience of insight



Many faces of the FEP

Key is the contribution of A, 

which denotes the likelihood 

mapping: how hidden states 

s generate outcomes o
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Epistemic Foraging

Distinctive separation of phases:
Uncertain & Inaccurate → Uncertain & Accurate → Certain & Accurate

Epistemic Foraging → Validation → Pragmatic Exploitation



Pilot results

11/15 found the rule • 6/11 experienced insight (sudden, positive affect)
• 2/11 gradual with affect.
• 3/11 gradual w/o affect



Abstract Rule Learning

❖ Key characteristics of this paradigm (ARL)

❖ Uncertainty restricted to abstract rules & mapping structure. What’s uncertain aren’t the hidden states, but 

the abstract rule that denotes the mapping or contingencies between hidden states and outcomes. 

❖ Low sensitivity to prior knowledge

❖ Explicit empirical focus on transitions between modes of inference

(not: functional or representational localization).

❖ After the structural dependencies between the cardinal dimensions or states and outcomes are learned, 

learning new parameters seems (in this case) trivial.

❖ Limited pilot study of small sample size (n=15)

❖ High inter-individual variability in performance

❖ 4/15 were unable to infer the rule after 6*64 = 384 trials, whilst successful subjects converged to optimality 

with in 1-2 blocks.



Bayesian Models:
Generation, selection, reduction

❖ The ARL paradigm highlights three key processes that naturally follow from the Active Inference formulation: 
the generation, selection, and reduction of generative models.

❖ Generation corresponds to abductive inference proper: not simply inference to the best explanation (IBE), but 
even more difficult: generating the space of candidate hypotheses in the first place. The imperative to model the 
environment in a generative (pseudo-causal) fashion already implies this.

❖ Selection corresponds to IBE, and naturally follows from the imperative to minimize FE given the existence 
of systematically organized beliefs and models in congruence with the world.

❖ Reduction corresponds to Ockham’s razor and perhaps arguably also a general physical tendency for 
efficiency. Proposed to also underlie dreaming (e.g. synaptic pruning).

❖ Note that generation and reduction stand in seeming tension (similar to exploration and exploitation), which 
can be seen as simply part of the inferential dynamics: it depends on the EFE. 



Abductive Inference

❖ The capacity to formulate an explanation for a given observation is called abductive inference 

(Peirce, 1974).

❖ Two notions of abductive inference:

❖ 1. “In the historically first sense, it refers to the place of explanatory reasoning in generating
hypotheses” [1]

❖ 2. Most frequently in the modern literature it refers to the place of explanatory reasoning in 

justifying hypotheses. (also often called “Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE)).”[1]

❖ Some view (e.g. Fodor; De Rooij; Perfors) a tractable account of abductive inference as one of 

the greatest and most valuable challenges in cognitive science. (I agree).

[1] Douven, Igor, "Abduction", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Summer 2017 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.)



Discussion
❖ What underlies our appreciation of art? What is a question? Is the epistemic value of 

a metaphor in its content?

❖ Do the physics-inspired parallels in ML/AI and FEP-AI warrant cross-pollination? 
(e.g. energy based models, equilibrium propagation) If so, can the explorations and 
reformulations in FEP-AI be meaningful inspiration for ML/AI?

❖ If one would steelman a “physics of and by beliefs” in terms of surprisal and 
entropy, how would causal inference for such a physics look like? Are these valid 
dispositional causal factors?

❖ For complex adaptive systems, can we posit (emergent) game-theoretic dynamics 
between subsystems (in terms of markov blankets) as possible sources of e.g. 
hypothesis generation or other emergent functional processes to co-opt?



Thank you!

❖ To the great active inference community, mentors and friends, 

and all of you, thank you!

❖ Interested in learning more? activeinference.org is a great community of 

learners, researchers, and builders centered around active inference, with 

regular online discussions and workshops with the researchers in FEP-AI.


